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Introduction
Enrichment devices are provided to laboratory animals to reduce
abnormal behaviors and to promote species typical behaviors (e.g.,
foraging and nest building). With a diverse collection of species that
require numerous enrichment options, a laboratory enrichment schedule
can become difficult to manage. In order to promote the diversity of
enrichment and to prevent the distribution of inappropriate enrichment
items, animal care staff must be aware of the proper enrichment items to
use for a particular species.

Poster Designs

Results
Three posters were constructed and displayed for several weeks. A poster was
created for macaques (Fig. 1), New World primates and small carnivores (Fig. 2).
Unexpected deterioration of the color on the posters was observed one week
following the display. The UV light from the ceiling bulbs caused fading on the
glossy ink used to print the images. The quality of the images was tarnished
and a reprinting of the posters using a different ink is in progress.
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In institutions where enrichment staff and animal care staff are
differentiated , the use of appropriate and species-specific enrichment
needs to be communicated effectively. A lack of understanding of how
to properly construct an enrichment item can result in the improper and
inefficient distribution of enrichment. The Environmental Enrichment
Program at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention designed
posters that deal with the task of depicting the proper composition
of enrichment items for a particular species. The enrichment posters
display the correct enrichment and food item combinations by showing
which foods belong with the appropriate enrichment objects. The array
of different enrichment combinations is also presented. Animal care
staff can use these visual aids to increase the diversity of enrichment
items; thus, avoiding the distribution of inappropriate enrichment.
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Conclusions

FIGURE 1. Poster depicting the appropriate enrichment combinations for macaques.
“Destructible” choices are on top and the appropriate food items are below.
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Methods
The posters were constructed using 3’ x 4.5’ poster paper. Images
of enrichment objects and food items that are routinely used were
collected from internet sources. The enrichment items were organized
in a row and the appropriate food items that are allowed to be placed
in the enrichment items were ordered under each item. Color coded
arrows or brackets were used to further associate the food items with
particular enrichment objects. If a food item could be paired with
another food item (e.g., honey and mealworms), both items were placed
in the same box. Written instructions for interpreting the poster were
displayed beside the posters.
Posters were displayed in rooms where food preparation occurred so
that the staff could view the poster while creating enrichment items. A
written survey is being proposed to determine whether the husbandry
staff found the posters useful. Monthly enrichment sheets are also being
reviewed to examine whether the diversity of enrichment items changed
after the presentation of the posters.
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Conversations with husbandry staff indicated that the posters did help them
choose and construct enrichment items. The visual aspects of the posters
made it easier to follow than reading a document. A few individuals indicated
that the visual depiction of the enrichment and food item combinations
helped in avoiding the use of redundant enrichment. An attempt to conduct
a survey has been postponed until the printing of the new posters. A review
of the enrichment sheets indicates that enrichment was distributed, but a
relationship between the type of enrichment items and use of the poster
cannot be determined at this time.
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The poster has potential to make the distribution of enrichment more efficient
by visualizing the allowable enrichment combinations. According to the
conversations with the animal care staff, the posters were better received
than a written schedule because the images allowed the animal care staff to
visualize the enrichment possibilities and gave them the freedom to choose
varying types of enrichment. The posters clarify the proper combinations;
thus, eliminating ambiguity regarding which food items belong in certain
enrichment objects.
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Once new posters are constructed and presented to the husbandry staff, the
survey will be used to assess the posters’ effectiveness.
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With numerous species to manage, a visual aid for enrichment items
serves as a useful tool for organizing the available enrichment options.
Species-appropriate enrichment can be achieved when the staff are
equipped with a visual guide that makes it easier to construct proper
enrichment items.
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FIGURE 2. Poster depicting the appropriate enrichment combinations for foxes, skunks and
raccoons. Enrichment choices are on top of the appropriate food items.
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